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President’s Message - Keith Simpson - KGS Construction Services Inc.
Recently, George, our six-year-old son, started golf lessons. His coach takes a unique approach to teaching the very
young: after 45 minutes of no-nonsense instruction, drills, and more drills, the last 15 minutes of each session is
reserved for “peer mentoring”. More advanced students would visit their younger counterparts and review with
them what was covered earlier in the session. These peer mentors, most of them couldn’t be older than 11 or 12,
have amazing rapport with the younger kids. They’re often able to see at a glance what might need more work...
hands are too high, feet pointing outward, deceleration on the forward swing etc. And the camaraderie doesn’t
end at the driving range. According to the head coach, most of these peer mentors continue to stay in touch with
the students they mentor even after they have graduated and gone on to college---and it all began with a common
passion for the game of golf.
How remarkable it is when you find yourself surrounded by a community that shares your passion-- a community
that holds itself to high standards, that takes great pride in the work it puts forth. More importantly, you find
yourself among peers who can learn from each other, who stand ready to lend a helping hand.
Such is the incredible community of ICRI Virginia chapter members I’ve had the great fortune to be a part of-- a network of the best in the
repair and restoration industry, professionals who share a common vision of making the built world safer and longer-lasting.
This year has proven to be yet another busy one for our organization of industry professionals as we work to provide educational and networking
opportunities for our members. We had an exceptional turnout at the annual Fall Symposium and Golf Tournament at Colonial Heritage Golf
Club of Williamsburg. Set against the breathtaking beauty of rolling terrains and luxurious landscape, the symposium was a tremendous venue
for our members to learn about repairing and restoring precast concrete. A most heartfelt thank-you goes out to our event speakers: Claude
Goguen (Technical Services Engineer for the National Precast Concrete Association); Kiley Marcoe (Precast Restoration Specialist from Metro
Precast); Lawrence Keenan, P.E. (Director of Engineering for Hoffman Architects) and Neil Savitch (Construction Specialties Group). We would
also like to extend our most sincere gratitude to the event sponsors: KGS Construction Services, Guaranteed Supply Company, Richmond
Primoid, The Euclid Chemical Company and Freyssinet, LLC as well as our golf hole sponsors: CPR, Ram Tool, The Euclid Chemical Company
and Dunbar, Milby, Williams, Pittman, & Vaughan. Your contribution made the day a success! The golf tournament held later that afternoon
allowed for some lighthearted competition and lots of networking opportunities. Kudos to all the foursomes who played in the tournament
and helped bring the championship home!
Don’t forget to register for our next ICRI event - Demo Day - on November 7th at the Richmond Primoid Warehouse in Henrico, VA. This will
be yet another fantastic opportunity for professional development as a variety of repair applications from shotcrete repairs to expansion joints
installation will be showcased. Come out, learn about new repair procedures and network with your colleagues!
Speaking of colleagues, I’m humbled to have had the opportunity to serve alongside an outstanding group of local engineers, contractors,
owners and suppliers this year. To that end, I’m especially grateful for the stewardship of Bob Hill (Vice President), Dan Watkins (Secretary) and
Billy Rose (Treasurer). These are leaders who help drive our objectives of professional development, organizational credibility, organizational
strength and industry leadership. I couldn’t be more proud to have led this exceptional team.
As I look ahead to 2020, the repair and restoration industry is showing no signs of slowing down. More and more, building owners, managers
and design professionals whose buildings require concrete repair and restoration services seek out partnerships with ICRI Virginia chapter
members as they see firsthand the benefits of working with recognized leaders of the trade. The guidelines and standards created by ICRI,
the safety information published by ICRI, the education and certification of skills provided by ICRI all contribute to superior projects. Demand
for services by ICRI Virginia chapter member companies has resulted in an increase in our membership this year, making us an influential local
voice in our profession.
By engaging and collaborating with each other, we gain insight into how to enhance our industry and respond to its challenges. As we look
ahead for ways to improve our efforts in promoting the core competencies of our organization, the leadership team counts on each of our
members to advance the concrete repair industry.
Our future is bright - here’s to being an active part of this remarkable community!

BUILDING CLEANING AND RESTORATION
REASONS FOR THE CLEANING OF MASONRY SUBSTRATES
By Thomas H Rudder, Hydrochemical Techniques, Inc.

A building owner or manager has a building that has decades of dirt and grime accumulated on its facade. He is trying to decide
whether to spend the money to have the building cleaned. There are various decisions he needs to make starting with why he wants
his building cleaned.
There are four basic reasons for cleaning a masonry building:
- aesthetics,
- to expose the substrate for evaluation and repair,
- to remove damaging pollutants such as sulfur and nitrogen oxides,
- to open the pores and thus allow the normal transpiration of moisture.
Aesthetics is self-explanatory. A clean building will display the true
beauty of both natural and man-made masonry, and will showcase the
original architect’s design and intent.
A clean substrate will allow the owner/manager and the architect to
evaluate the condition of the masonry and to decide where remedial
pointing and repair is necessary.
Our air, especially in areas of high concentrations of industrial plants
and automotive traffic, is full of sulfur oxides from the incomplete
combustion of power plant coal and fuel oil, and nitrogen oxides from the incomplete combustion of gasoline. These oxides move
through the air and eventually land on everything including our architecture. Add moisture in the form of rain or humidity to the
equation and the oxides will turn into sulfuric acid and nitric acid, both of which are very damaging to natural and man made
building substrates. This is a worldwide problem. Much historic architecture has been severely damaged in the United States and it
has been a major problem in Europe and Asia.
Although we want our buildings to be water tight from the external elements, we have to design our structures to allow the
moisture created within the building to escape and not get trapped within the substrate. This moisture exits the building in the form
of vapor through various avenues including the pores of the stone. If moisture is allowed to remain trapped within the stone, it will
freeze in the colder climates and cause spalling. Eventually the freeze-thaw cycle will cause internal failure of the stone. Clean stone
will help the moisture to transpire out of the building.
The owner/representative now has to make the determination on how the building will be cleaned. If it is a larger project, he can
afford to enlist the help of an architect, a local preservation consultant, a contractor and a product manufacture’s representative.
If it is a smaller project, he might want to work with just a knowledgeable building cleaning contractor and/or a cleaning product
manufacturer’s representative. In either case, these experts can perform
test-cleaning areas that will provide the owner with representative
Over the years, chemical
samples on how his building will look once cleaned.

cleaning has been put under
severe scrutiny within the
building restoration industry.

There are different ways to clean building substrates. The preferred
method of cleaning is by using high-pressure water (1,500 to 1,800 psi
@ 4-5 gpm) and proprietary building cleaning products. The products
should come from a manufacturer who has a long, demonstrated history
of successful projects, and the contractor should also be experienced and have a long history of using building cleaning products
and high-pressure water.
There are some other technologies in the building cleaning market today that are being touted as new and revolutionary, but in
effect, they are only a new millennium’s version of some old technologies. Cleaning by abrasion is just that whether the media is
sand, baking soda, sponges, glass beads or dry ice. The contaminant is removed by force and it would be naïve to think that the
media being blasted or the worker performing the work is proficient enough to remove the contaminants without, in some way,
harming the substrate being cleaned.

I will admit that some the results may at first appear aesthetically impressive, but these processes are not the better mousetrap
that they appear to be. Much of the blasting media will become imbedded in the substrate and give an appearance of cleanliness
and uniformity. After the weather has had a chance to rinse the wall, the unevenness of the cleaning process will usually become
evident. Also, a building that has been cleaned by any form of mechanical removal (abrasion) has had, by definition, some of its
substrate’s surface removed. The net effect of abrasive cleaning will increase the porosity of the stone, which in turn will cause
the stone to absorb more of the moisture inherent with the area’s normal weather systems. With the moisture will come new
contaminants that are re-embedded into the stone. The rate of accumulation of the new building grime will be much greater on
a building that has been cleaned mechanically and usually will highlight the gun paths of the abrasive cleaning process.
High- pressure water and chemical cleaning, using the appropriate chemistry for the job, will emulsify the contaminants and then
hold them in suspension until the rinse cycle is applied. The rinse cycle will then safely flush the product/contaminant effluent
without harming the substrate that is being cleaned. Properly accomplished, it is safe, proven technology that addresses both
the needs of the building and the concerns of the environment. It is not a process for amateurs, but must be performed by
trained professionals. Similarly, the choice of cleaning products must come from manufactures that have a long proven history of
satisfactory performance in the building cleaning and restoration marketplace.
Over the years, chemical cleaning has been put under severe scrutiny within the building restoration industry. Unfortunately, even
the word chemical has developed a bad and unfair connotation. But, high-pressure water and chemical cleaning has proven its
worth and withstood the test of time. In the thirty plus years that I have been involved with building cleaning, I have been witness
to an enormous number of buildings that were chemically cleaned. I have seen chemical cleaning, properly performed, safely
return some incredibly beautiful historic architecture to its original natural color and sheen. I have never known of a building,
which was cleaned by professional cleaners using an established manufacturer for cleaning products that has suffered either any
short or long-term damage.
As noted, many different ways to clean building substrates that will be covered in this series of articles:
• Chemical Cleaning with High Pressure Water
• Steam Cleaning
• Cleaning with Super Heated water
• Nebulous intermittent Mist Cleaning
• Aggregate Blasting using different aggregates
• Aggregate blasting with Air and Low Pressure Water
• Laser Building Cleaning
• Also included in this series will be an article on Interior Cleaning
The first set of articles will cover what is generally the preferred method of cleaning due to the limited cost and required training
or expertise required and that is by using high-pressure water (1,500 to 1,800 psi @ 4-5 gpm) and proprietary building cleaning
products. Then will follow Articles coveringthe other cleaning methods, advantages and disadvantages.
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THE 2019 ICRI VA FALL SYMPOSIUM
We had an exceptional turnout at the annual Fall
Symposium and Golf Tournament at Colonial Heritage Golf
Club of Williamsburg. Set against the breathtaking beauty
of rolling terrains and luxurious landscape, the symposium
was a tremendous venue for our members to learn about
repairing and restoring precast concrete. A most heartfelt
thank-you goes out to our event speakers: Claude Goguen
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THE VIRGINIA CHAPTER OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONCRETE REPAIR ASSOCIATON

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7TH, 2019
12:00 pm-12:50 pm
SHOTCRETE REPAIR
Presentation and Demo
Dick Frederick - Top Gun of Virginia
1 CEU Credit

2:20 pm - 3:10 pm
MASONRY HELICAL TIES & FIXINGS
Presentation and Demo
John Montcalvo, Keith Simpson KGS/THOR/Metro
1 CEU Credit

12:50 pm – 1:50 pm
INSTALLING EXPANSION JOINTS VERTICAL
& HORIZONTAL WITH TRAFFIC BEARING
Presentation and Demo
Suzanne Phillips & Brian Ferrentino
1 CEU Credit

3:10 pm - 4:00 pm
SELF-CONSOLIDATING CONCRETE (SCC) PATCHES
Presentation and Demo
Kevin Higgins- Euclid
1 CEU Credit

1:50 pm - 2:20 pm
BREAK & NETWORKING

Food and beverages to be served after the last presentation and demo.
All registered attendees receive a RAFFLE TICKET for
prize giveaway during dinner.

Demo Day Registration Fees:
$25 for ICRI Members
$35 for Non-Members
Registration Deadline is October 23, 2019
REGISTER ONLINE AT ICRIVIRGINIA.ORG or

Richmond Primoid Warehouse
7609 Compton Rd.
Henrico, Va. 23228

Mail this form & check to ICRI Virginia Chapter:
William Rose
Richmond Primoid Inc.
2111 A N. Hamilton St - Richmond, Va. 23230
brose@primoid.com

Company:
Name:
Mailing Address:
E-mail:								

Phone:

Causes and Solutions for Keeping PreCast Concrete Residue off Glass
By Ed McGettigan, Evonik

White deposits on glass can be a problem with concrete buildings,

especially if there are flush mounted windows (see figure 1). The
problem normally occurs after several years and is characterized by
“white water spots” or white powder on the windows. The residue is
very difficult to remove requiring proprietary cleaners and excessive
“elbow grease”. The glass can be damaged either by the deposits or
even by the cleaning process. The amount of deposits on the windows
is sometimes exasperated after concrete restoration. Leaving the
contractor unfairly blamed for the damaged glass.
The residue is normally mistaken for efflorescence. Efflorescence is
defined in ACI 116 as “a deposit of salts, usually white, formed on a
surface, the substance having emerged in solution from within either
concrete or masonry and subsequently been precipitated by reaction, such as carbonation, or evaporation.” The
logic is that water is absorbed into the concrete, dissolves salts or alkalis, and carries them to the surface. The salts
re-crystallize as the water evaporates and the alkalis react with carbon dioxide to form carbonates. The resulting
deposits appear similar, but carbonate deposits are more difficult to remove because they are water insoluble.
Figure
1

As a building owner investigates the reason for the white deposits, attention is directed toward the concrete, and
efflorescence. Since water is a contributing factor the first reaction is “Let’s seal the concrete”. At this point a clear
water repellent is applied, normally a silicone, acrylic, siloxane or silane. The owner also uses this opportunity to clean
all the windows. This procedure is normally effective for 1 to 2 years. The owner assumes that the water repellent is
not working or the contractor misapplied the product. The actual answer is the problem was misdiagnosed.
The white residue on the glass is silicate anions from the surface of the concrete. The distinction between silicates
and the above discussion on efflorescence is important. Classic efflorescence does not chemically bond to the glass.
It may be difficult to remove, especially carbonates, but it is relatively easy to remove with the proper cleaner. On
the other hand, silicate anions will chemically bond to the glass making them extremely difficult to remove.
Silicate anions are made up of silica, alkali and water. The specific composition and reactivity of the silicate species
depends primarily on the ratio of silica, alkali and water. The reactivity of silicate anions can change simply by they
way they hydrate and dehydrate. During wet-dry cycles the orientation of the anions is altered and bonding to other
silicates surfaces (glass!) can occur. Compounding the situation is that contaminants associated with the concrete or
atmosphere such as aluminum and calcium will also make the silicate deposits insoluble.
Removal of silicate deposits is difficult. This is especially true if the cleaning proceeds on the assumption that the
residue is “just” efflorescence. Cleaning recommendations and procedures are not in the scope of this article.
Recommendations are difficult due to the many glass products found on commercial buildings. It is suggested that
you contact the glass manufacturer for cleaning methods.
Once the glass is clean or as a preemptive measure on new construction stopping silicate deposits is not easy. It is
difficult to completely stop silicate staining on windows. Three methods that can be successful are:
1.
2.
3.

Redirect water runoff away from glass surfaces: primarily by installing drip edges on windows.
Cleaning windows frequently and using a glass protector treatment.
Painting or sealing the concrete.

Drip edges have mixed effectiveness especially during wind driven rain. Other architectural details such as reveals
or splays help, but have limitations. Increasing the intensity and frequency of window cleaning is the standard
“solution”. This adds significantly to maintenance costs. Plus, repeated aggressive cleaning techniques made damage
the glass. Painting the concrete will be effective as long as the coating remains intact. Besides being a maintenance
issue, coatings change the aesthetics of the building. Also, most owners select concrete because its normally a low
maintenance material. As discussed previously, most clear water repellents are effective for only a few years.

Guidelines for Coating and Sealer Selection
To drastically reduce silicates from getting onto the glass the concrete
surface must be kept as dry as possible. The coating or sealer must
keep water from “wetting” the surface of the concrete (see figure 2).
Properties that are needed are:
1.
2.
3.

A highly hydrophobic surface on the concrete.
Either chemically bond or have excellent adhesion to the
concrete.
Long-term weather resistance

Figure 2

The mistake that is commonly made when specifying a sealer is
to misinterpret a product’s claims. Test methods used to indicate
performance of sealers focus on water absorption, chloride ion
reduction, and penetration into the substrate. Surface characteristics
of the treated concrete are not tested in regard to silicate absorption. In addition UV or weathering resistance is
normally overstated.
The best water repellents for concrete are silanes. They are effective against traditional efflorescence for 10 plus years.
Unfortunately, they have limited effectiveness against silicate deposits. Silanes are designed to penetrate the concrete.
There is a limited amount of silane on the concrete’s surface. This material will rapidly breakdown due to UV radiation.
Moisture can wet the concrete surface and allow the silicates absorb
into the rain water.
Higher weight sealers that do not penetrate as well, siloxanes and
silicones, may have a few years effectiveness. But, a combination of
initially poor water repellency and degradation from weathering limit
their effectiveness.
A high build coating is an option if the owner is
willing to accept the expense and the physical change to the building.
There is a family of low surface energy sealers based on silicon
nanotechnology that shows promise in mitigating silicate rundown.
This technology is based on a silane backbone and a fluorinated
functional group. The advantage is chemical bonding to the concrete (silane component) and a highly hydrophobic
surface (like Teflon). The product is clear and allows water vapor to escape the concrete. The main advantage is the
silane-fluorocarbon molecule is inherently weather resistance. The energy from UV radiation is not strong enough to
break the bonds.
Figure 3

Points to Remember
•
•
•
•

White deposits on glass are not necessarily efflorescence.
Before beginning a restoration project, inspect the windows for staining. Take photos and point out to the
owner that the staining is preexisting.
If cleaning the concrete, make sure the windows are also rinsed with water or protected. Pressure washing can
cause concrete particles to run onto the glass increasing the silicates contacting the glass.
Before choosing a sealer or coating apply a test section.
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2019 Spring Symposium Golf Outing
Long Drive & Closest-to-Pin Winners:
Long Drive: Eric Rice - Guaranteed Supply
Closest to the Pin: Jesse Pucket - Titan Restoration
Winning Team with a score of -10:
Nat Jones, Ron Williams, Ryan Jackson and Mark Gero

